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Take full creative control of your web applications with Flask, the Python-based microframework.
With the second edition of this hands-on book, youâ??ll learn Flask from the ground up by
developing a complete, real-world application created by author Miguel Grinberg. This refreshed
edition accounts for important technology changes that have occurred in the past three
years.Explore the frameworkâ??s core functionality, and learn how to extend applications with
advanced web techniques such as database migrations and an application programming
interface. The first part of each chapter provides you with reference and background for the topic
in question, while the second part guides you through a hands-on implementation.If you have
Python experience, youâ??re ready to take advantage of the creative freedom Flask provides.
Three sections include:A thorough introduction to Flask: explore web application development
basics with Flask and an application structure appropriate for medium and large
applicationsBuilding Flasky: learn how to build an open source blogging application step-by-step
by reusing templates, paginating item lists, and working with rich textGoing the last mile: dive
into unit testing strategies, performance analysis techniques, and deployment options for your
Flask application



Flask Web student loans

The New And Improved Flask Mega-Tutorial, Building Web Apps with Python and Flask : Learn
to Develop and Deploy Responsive RESTful Web Applications Using Flask Framework (English
Edition), Essential SQLAlchemy: Mapping Python to Databases, Flask Framework Cookbook:
Over 80 proven recipes and techniques for Python web development with Flask, 2nd Edition,
Django for Beginners: Build websites with Python and Django (Welcome to Django Book 1),
Architecture Patterns with Python: Enabling Test-Driven Development, Domain-Driven Design,
and Event-Driven Microservices, Web Development with Django: Learn to build modern web
applications with a Python-based framework, Building REST APIs with Flask: Create Python
Web Services with MySQL, Python for Data Analysis: Data Wrangling with Pandas, NumPy, and
IPython, MicroPython and the Internet of Things: A gentle introduction to programming digital
circuits with Python, Python Tricks: A Buffet of Awesome Python Features, Django for
Professionals: Production websites with Python & Django (Welcome to Django Book 3), A
Smarter Way to Learn JavaScript: The new approach that uses technology to cut your effort in
half, Flask Cheatsheet for Beginners: Learn in 7 Days, Python (2nd Edition): Learn Python in
One Day and Learn It Well. Python for Beginners with Hands-on Project. (Learn Coding Fast with
Hands-On Project Book 1), Head First Python: A Brain-Friendly Guide



Mike Williamson, “Wow!! I have never read a technical book this good! Everything is amazing!.
OMG, I gush! This is just amazing! Where to begin?First, Miguel has a casual but very clear
writing style that made me, as a reader, feel like, "you got this".Next, he *knows his stuff*. He
does not just teach flask, but also touches upon all the things that you will need to know in order
to create a web server serving a flask app.He had the most ingenious way to structure the book:
he opens with some introduction of the basics of Flask, and once enough is understood, he
teaches all the new concepts via an actual app that you can make along with him. What makes
this especially useful/amazing/helpful is the subject matter itself: Flask is a fairly minimal web
framework, so lots of plugins and additional tools are needed, so you get to see all the other stuff
he pulls in that is necessary, but not strictly Flask.He has the *absolute best GitHub repo*
associated with the book. Lots of folks make GitHub repos for their books; I always think this is a
good thing. But with Miguel, he went ahead and created commits and tags *associated with
each part of the book*!!! You don't understand how awesome this is until you start using it.
You're making an entire app, a fairly big project. If you just looked at all the code at once, it could
be daunting. If he didn't supply tags, it would be hard to know where to go. But instead, he'll
have *in the textbook* a comment like "checkout tag 7b" (the second tag in the 7th chapter). If
you check out this tag in your Git repo, your code will look exactly like his.Lastly, he covers a
good deal of unit testing, including covering Selenium, if I remember right. (I don't have the book
right in front of me now.)I *never* choose a technical book by author, and instead by topic. But I
think Miguel Grinberg might have just changed my mind... I am so looking forward to reading
something else by him.  :)”

Edwin Rios, “Great Book!!!. This is one of the best technical books I have read. I particularly like
the use of the git client to align the code for proper execution after the author reaches certain
milestones. Of course, when the code fails we often ask, "what did I miss?". The git client takes
away a lot of the guess work associated with the structure of a project. It also allows you to do a
quick refresher of the material after you read it, and the freedom to choose between seeing the
project from a birds eye view, or to drill down and write the code directly, if that feels more useful
to you.It is important to see the code received by the client web page, as a result of what the
server is doing is doing, when translating python code to HTML and javascript. It's easy enough
for me to expose the language on the browser, and maybe the author could emphasize how
important this is to "round out" the learning, but I believe this could be expected; understanding
that the typical student will be at the next level when researching server side technologies.There
is an online errata for the book, although the errors found during the reading were small enough
and can be corrected by the student. This does not veer my interest away, as troubleshooting
code should also developed as an important ability for the student. When I do find a serious
error in a book, one that goes beyond being counter-intuitive, I expect the next paragraph to say



that this error was expected, and to show me how to fix it. This is great in a book that attempts to
save time on typical errors that are made, particularly those errors that could be difficult to solve.
It's only when I don't find an error explanation and it takes me a considerable time to
troubleshoot, or when I get stuck, that I get concerned about a reading. But this has not been my
experience with this book. Errors are minimal, simple, and easy to manage and learn from.This
book has exceded by expectations and has made me a fan of the author. I will surely follow him
on other writings and projects related to web technologies.”

Andrew Allen, “Perfect python starter project. When you first learn python you come to a point
when you want to do a project using your new skills. This book is the ideal book for that if you are
interested in making your first website using your python skills.I've poured over this book along
side the online blog by Miguel incrementally introducing each feature and I've mainly learned
how to set up a larger project. Ultimately I decided to just just flask for a restful api and have a
client-side angular app instead of doing everything server-side (the book's finished product uses
server-side rendering of webpages via jinja templates and form validation is also a server-side
aspect).”

Mark, “Great practical learning reference. It gave me everything that I needed to develop a flex
app for the first time. As it also provides step by step code to match the book, gave me all the
code examples that I wanted. Very good starter for me.”

Karlos, “Great for A level Computer Science. Got this book to help my A level students. It is well
used and a few went and bought their own copies too.”

The book by Miguel Grinberg has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 196 people have provided feedback.
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